this case, we have used the quark parton model described by thc quark distribution functions, uv (.x), dv (x) and c (x). Our rcsults scem to bc of interest in the scnse that the concrcte form of the quark distribution functions IS not necessary. However, to determine thc ratios for the quark fragmentation functions, we have to cxpect the experiments which will bccome Prog. Theor. Phys. Vol. 57 (1977), :Vlar.
The nonleptonic decays of hyperons hano provided a particularly important test of our knowlcdgc of the structure of thc weak interactions.
Reccntly conclusive evidences for charmed hadrons have becn found in Krr, Krrrr and A7r7r7r final states. 11 Thcse observations suggest strongly the existence of a fourth constituent urbaryon carrying charm quantum number. In the current-current description of thc quartet model, 21 a new type of the four-urbaryon weak interaction transformed as a component of 20" representation of SU (4) arises together with the bilincar urbaryon interaction which belongs to an element of 15 representation. Since the latter vanishes m the specific GIM scheme and SU (4) A7riL7r resonances are identified with some of charmed hadrons. These decay modes are relevant to 20" contribution. Thus these facts force us to take a view that both of 15 and 20" interactions ar;c necessary for describing nonleptonic decay processes.
In this note we present unified description of s-and p-wave hyperon decays on the basis of urbaryon rearrang2ment (UR) model. We havc two types of UR diagrams with 15 interaction (H and Z) and four types involving 20 11 component (A, B, C and Q) as shown in Fig. 1 . 51 For convenience, "exotic () spurion" is introduced for 20" interaction in UR diagrams.
Our basic dynamical assumptions are duality for s-wave decays 6 l and universal spurion for the 15-type Hamiltonians of the parity-conserving weak interaction and the medium-strong mass breaking interaction.7l .~l In the triplet model it was well recognized that the duality requirement is satisfactory in describing s-wave decays while the universal spurion hypothesis encounters with a difficulty that all the p-wave amplitudes vanish by the ColemanGlashow rotation. 7 J We shall point out here that this trouble can be nicely over- iii) Charmed baryon decays. Our result of the 15-enhancement in s-wave hyperon decays leads to a striking prediction that the parity-violation effect asymmetry parameter a) is small for the nonleptonic decays of charmed baryons.
Finally we remark that the 15-enhancement in s-wave hyperon decays results generally and inevitably from the require-
This suggests a possibility that some unknown dynamical enhancement does work on the 15 component of weak Hamiltonian which occurs through SU ( 4) symmetry breaking, or the existence of primary weak interaction represented as bilinear urbaryon operator in addition to the GIM currentcurrent interaction.
Further details with quantitative analysis will be given in a subsequent paper. At zero temperature, in the chain approximation, the chiral symmetry is dynamically broken when the following condition is satisfied: 7 ) (2)
where J PP (q') with non-invariant cutoff A is given by
Jpp(q') = (2~)4s d4pf)(A2-p')
X Tr{Sp(p)r 5Sp(p-q)r;},
SF (p) being a fermion propagator of a mass m 0 • If (3) is calculated explicitly, (2) is rewritten as (4) with F(t) = { dx 2x 2 / V x 2 +t 2 • (5) Since O<F(t) <I for t real, (4) can be satisfied only if (6) At non-zero temperature T, the following substitution rules should be applied1l-3 l to (3):
